VERONA
a Short Film Inspired by Cinematic Adaptations of Shakespeare’s *Romeo and Juliet*

by: Connor Novotny
Advisor: Andrew Fitch
Goals for Verona
Yes, another *Romeo and Juliet* film.

*this love is difficult, but it’s real.*
Baz Lurhmann’s *Romeo + Juliet*

Inspiration Through Adaptation
Verona’s Introduction
Verona’s Final Scene
On Facebook!

Verona: a short film by Connor Novotny

95 likes • 1 talking about this

Verona is a medium-length film about two people recreating the Romeo and Juliet story. Created by Connor Novotny in partnership with Hannah Juliana Clark and Estella Soto.

How are you doing, Verona: a short film by Connor Novotny?
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